Dennis,

I received the following from Glenn in response to my questions below. I might suggest that I/ we contact
DEC folks as listed below to see what their position is on latest needs for permits for herbicide use.
Looking at Cazenovia's SEQRA report it shows that there may be some additional information needed on
our part, specifically the SEQRA report itself. In past conversations DEC indicated that they were not
requiring this of us. Contact names that I have at DEC are John Bennett, DEC pesticides Albany 518-6231266; Mike McMurry 897-1234 and Erin Burns 897-1371 both are DEC Warrensburg/Ray Brook- Mike as
of last contact with him (early 2009) was acting Region 5 permitting person. Erin's position was one of
interest/contact in this office, but I'm not sure of her responsibility to the process. One or both of these folks
are replacing Tom Hall who has moved up to Assistant to the Regional Director. Per my last conversation
(early 2009) with Tom, his plan was to stay involved with Eagle Lake's herbicide permitting process.
Another contact is Fred Dunlap 897-1262, DEC Ray Brook, he was responsible for obtaining our
"beneficial use determination" with regard to the use of lumber tarps for bottom barriers. Fred has
expressed a keen interest in this project. There are a few other DEC folks that would be beneficial to
include and their names can be discussed as we move forward.

It would be nice if the DEC proactively accepted the Lead Agency position, as Glenn mentions below, on
this "pilot/demonstration" application. They had indicated some willingness many years ago when Eagle
Lake was to be the pilot/demonstration site for Sonar's first use in NYS. If this is not possible I/we will
need to contact the Town of TI and have them take the responsibility. This will need to take place timely on
my/our part as they meet as a Board on the 2nd Thursday of every month, and current Supervisor, Bob
Dedrick, is preparing for his last few months in office since he is not running for re-election. Bob is very
supportive of our efforts and I would like to see us capitalize on this support before he leaves office.
Will give you a call later to speak to this issue and plans for our next meeting.
Rolf

--- On Tue, 9/29/09, Glenn Sullivan wrote:
From: Glenn Sullivan
Subject: Re: Cazanovia documents
To: "rolf tiedemann"
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2009, 9:33 AM
Hi Rolf,
Liz Moran of Ecologic, LLC prepared the SEQRA document. She is also the Town Supervisor for
Cazenovia. I don't know if you'll need to SEIS updated, since it pertained to Sonar. You may need the
SEQRA document, although DEC might be willing to be lead agency. If not, you may want to speak to
Dean Long at the LA Group in Saratoga Springs.
Glenn

rolf tiedemann wrote:
>
> Hi Glenn
>
> Thanks again for being available for the conference call and sending the Cazanovia documents. Question.
who prepared the Cazanovia SEQRA document? Is this something that we will need? We have the draft

SEIS prepared from ENSR for the use of Sonar, I suspect that this will need to be updated? Your thoughs
appreciated on necessary additional paperwork that we might be missing.
>
> Was going to approach Ti supervisor to get him to have the town board at up coming meeting pass a
resolution to be come the offical lead agency. they have indicated they were ok with being permittee.
>
> My mind is once again going and thinking of needs to make this process complete.
>
> Rolf
>
>

